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Background
The goal of brain functional networks research is to
describe the network of function and interactions that
describe the cognitive process in the brain. Recently,
much effort has been devoted to the reconstruction of the
functional networks using a variety of modeling
approaches ranging from simple coherence networks
through dynamic models. However, most of these models
are based on simplistic assumptions. Here we explored a
logi-analyzed network, one form of modeling method, to
infer directed connectivity among brain regions. This
method is based on the assumption that nonlinear inter-
actions among brain regions in terms of their logic rela-
tionships play a key role for deciphering the brain
networks that underlie the cortex interactions [1]. We for-
mulated a procedure to identify one functional network
that is weighted by the high activation level of the regions
of interest (ROIs) and receives its direction from the logic
relationships captured within the observed fMRI data.
This method is used the haemodynamic signals to deter-
mine activation or deactivation of ROI. Then, based on a
graph coloring scheme and information theory, we iden-
tified the brain functional networks that lower and higher
order logic interactions of ROIs. A low logic relationship
can be described in this way. A region is activated/deacti-
vated only if B region is activated/deactivated, whereas a
higher one presents a pattern of activation/deactivation of
multiple ROIs. For instance, C region is activated if and
only if A region and B region are both activated. Next, the
probability of each logic pattern in the networks was com-
puted as a support level. Finally, a brain functional net-
work was constructed with weights and directionality.
Results and conclusion
The analysis of functional interactions from a face percep-
tion paradigm identified a functional network with direc-
tionality and weights that reflects the ROI interactive
communication pathways. The proposed method in min-
ing hidden, complicated interactions among brain
regions reliably interpreted the experimental results, sug-
gesting that it would be one useful tool for understanding
the cognitive system.
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